Supplementary Figures
Supplementary Figure S1 . Analysis pipeline in the present study. To identify common sequence changes in marine mammals, we utilized genomic data for 8 marine and 57 terrestrial mammals with completed genomes (shown in blue). To identify rapidly and convergently evolved genes, we subjected 3 marine and 17 terrestrial mammals to Δd N /d S and ΔSSLS tests (shown in green). Supplementary Table S1 . List of 133 parallel substitutions in the three marine lineages identified in the UCSC 100-way alignment.
Supplementary

Supplementary Tables
RefGenes
Symbol Position Parallel substitution in marine NM_003632  CNTNAP1  1040  I-->V  NM_000371  TTR  41  R-->Q  NM_194248  OTOF  1984  Y-->C  NM_001278370  MPP2  299  S-->N  NM_176895  PPAP2A  241  I-->V  NM_182641  BPTF  2125  T-->A  NM_203394  E2F7  675  V-->I  NM_020877  DNAH2  1650  M-->V  NM_001229  CASP9  88  L-->F  NM_012401  PLXNB2  878  N-->S  NM_144973  DENND5B  668  T-->A  NM_013365  GGA1  471  S-->G  NM_025251  ARHGAP39  259  P-->S  NM_001112734  ZSCAN30  112  R-->Q  NM_001146336  TMEM114  1  W-->X  NM_001198834  PDE4DIP  2105  P-->L  NM_021267  CERS1  181  V-->I  NM_178543  ENPP7  385  V-->I  NM_017617  NOTCH1  697  I-->V  NM_177531  PKHD1L1  2339  R-->Q  NM_001002294  FMO3  391  Q-->R  NM_001031720  GSTCD  171  T-->A  NM_001037163  FAM220A  142  R-->G  NM_001102416  KNG1  417  Q-->R  NM_021248  CDH22  620  A-->T  NM_002606  PDE9A  231  N-->S  NM_001085423  MILR1  1  W-->X  NM_001198956  DCAF6  492  A-->V  NM_033504  TMEM54  181  A-->T  NM_002114  HIVEP1  263  T-->A  NM_000393  COL5A2  253  A-->T  NM_001282281 PYCR1 301
a, Parallel amino acid change in marine mammals (shown are Node of marine mammals and each terrestrial taxa --> marine mammals). Notes:
Supplementary
dN/dS denotes the rate of protein evolution of marine and terrestrial mammals.
P (LRT), P value is based on LRT test.
ΔSSLS, Mean sitewise ΔSSLS for each gene; positive values imply support for an alternative hypothesis.
P (cdf), P is the significance of an observed site ΔSSLS comparison of the species topology and alternative hypothesis.
